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CAVEO TS007 3* Half Euro Dimple Cylinder
Keyed Alike Pair

Description

The Caveo TS007 3* half euro dimple cylinder is supplied as a keyed alike pair, it has a combined finish of
a nickel plated body and a polished brass plug, giving you a stylish yet cost effective cylinder that is
suitable for use in both nickel and brass applications. These Kitemarked TS007 3* rated cylinders offer the
best protection available, with a high resistance to bumping, snapping, picking and drilling; the cylinder
has a sacrificial cut on the external side to offer excellent protection against cylinder snapping attack.

They are certified to BS EN1303, fire door rated to 30 minutes, Sold Secure diamond certified and Secured
by Design accredited. The cylinder has a distinctive Caveo blue cam, is supplied complete with 3 keys
including optional black identification inserts, a fixing bolt, installation instructions and a registration
activation card; all in an attractive box that is ideal for either storage or display. Upon registration the
cylinder also comes with a break-in guarantee of £2,000.
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Features

- Supplied complete with 3 keys
- High resistance to bumping, snapping, picking and drilling
- £2,000 Break-in guarantee
- Sold Secure Diamond certified & Secured by Design (SBD licence held by Aldridge Security)
- PAS24:2018
- 3 star rating meets security standard BS EN 1303:2005 TS007 2015
- BSI Kitemarked - Guarantee quality and safety
- 9 to 11 pin reversible mechanism

https://www.aldridgesecurity.co.uk/brands/page/view/brand/caveo/
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- Supplied as a keyed alike pair
- Sacrificial cut on the external side to protect against snapping
- Nickel plated and polished brass dual finish

Product Table

CV50333KAP
45mm (35/10) 3 Keys


